SAY GOODBYE TO LOST AND STOLEN CYLINDERS

TraCKer is a cylinder bar coding system that allows us to monitor the movement of cylinders to and from customer sites and within our own facility. Bar codes are placed on each of Cee Kay’s 90,000 cylinders and handheld scanners are used to scan them when they move locations, allowing Cee Kay to verify deliveries and returns.

Cee Kay is the ONLY local distributor with a 100% barcoded cylinder fleet.

CRITICAL GAS TRACKING
Ability to track and notify of re-certification or expiration dates.

MANUFACTURING
Asset utilization by reducing your rental bills. Reports can be produced to locate slow-moving cylinders.

CONSTRUCTION
Tracking a cylinder at a job site is no longer an issue when using the TraCKer system. The contractor originally charged for the cylinder will receive credit when it is returned.

RESEARCH LABS/UNIVERSITIES
Barcode traceability helps determine Proper credit for cylinder return in facilities with multiple researchers.

Within any industry, TraCKer will close the loop on tracking your cylinders. A TraCKer cylinder report includes: Days on hand for each cylinder—Cylinders broken down by job site Cylinder divided by gas type and size.

“Cee Kay Supply’s TraCKer system allows me to assign cylinders to each job, helping to free up a lot of money in overhead. There are no longer any disputes on where or how we have lost cylinders, making my employees and job sites more accountable.”

-Southwestern Illinois College